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1. "Now Korah..." 
Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that if the children of Yisrael had followed the Torah they would not have been exiled, because whoever deals in the Torah 
has freedom from everything including death. The Torah is the power of the right, and whoever exchanges the left for the right is as if he destroys 
the world. Rabbi Yitzchak says that Aaron is right and the Levites are left, and that Korah wanted to exchange them in that he desired the 
priesthood; this is why he was punished. Korah had an evil tongue, he took bad counsel, he chased after something that was not his, and he turned 
to disagreement which brought conflict instead of peace. The Shabbat is the peace of the upper and lower grades, and by this peace the world 
endures; whoever creates dissension in this peace will be destroyed.

1. "Now Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of Levi 
took..." (Bemidbar 16:1). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the 
verse: "more to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold: 
sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb" (Tehilim 19:11). How 
supreme are matters of Torah, and how precious they are. They are 
desired above and they are desired by all, because they constitute 
the Holy Name. Whoever toils in the Torah strives for the Holy Name 
and is saved from all EVIL; he is saved in this world and rescued in 
the World to Come. Come and behold: whoever deals in the Torah is 
attached to the Tree of Life and, since he is attached to the Tree of 
Life, he is part of everything, as is written: "she is a tree of life to 
those who lay hold on her..." (Mishlei 3:18).
 

 

2. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Whoever deals in the Torah is free from 
everything, even free from death, as mentioned, since liberty, WHICH 
IS BINAH, dwells upon him and is attached to him. If Yisrael had 
adorned themselves with Torah, they would have been saved from 
everything and would not have found themselves in exile. This is 
what is written: "engraved (Heb. charut) upon the tablets" (Shemot 
32:16). Do not read it WITH AN 'A', but rather WITH AN 'E', as 
"Cherut," since this freedom (Heb. cherut) is available in the Torah. 
The Torah is the power of the right, as it is written: "from His right 
hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2), and the left is 
included in the right. Whoever makes the right left and the left right 
is as if he destroys the world.
 

 

3. Come and behold: Aaron is right, WHICH IS CHESED, and the 
Levites are left, WHICH IS GVURAH. Korah wanted to exchange the 
right for left; HE DESIRED THE PRIESTHOOD, WHICH IS RIGHT, FOR 
THE LEVITES, WHO ARE LEFT; therefore, he was punished. 
Furthermore, he had the evil tongue, BY SPEAKING OUT AGAINST 
MOSES, and was punished for everything. Rabbi Yehuda said: The 
left is always contained in the right, BECAUSE THAT IS HOW THE 
LEFT IS CORRECTED. Korah wished to substitute the correction of 
above and below, SINCE HE ASPIRED TO THE DOMINATION OF THE 
LEVITES, WHICH ARE LEFT, SO THAT THEY SHOULD NOT BE 
INCLUDED IN THE PRIESTS, WHICH ARE RIGHT. Therefore, he was 
annihilated from above and below.
 

 

4. "Now Korah...took" (Bemidbar 16:1). HE ASKS: What is the 
meaning of "took"? HE RESPONDS: He took faulty counsel for 
himself. If one chases after something that does not belong to him, it 
escapes from him and he even loses what he has. Korah chased 
after something that was not his. Therefore, he lost his own and no 
one else gained.
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5. Korah turned to disagreement. What is the meaning of 
disagreement? Distancing and repulsion; the distancing and 
repulsion of what is above and below, and whoever wishes to 
postpone the restoration of the universe will become lost from all the 
worlds. Conflict is a distancing of peace, and whoever is in conflict 
about peace is in disagreement with His Holy Name, because His 
Holy Name is called 'Peace'.
 

 

6. Come and behold: the world does not exist except through peace. 
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, it could not 
endure until He came and made peace dwell upon them. What is it? It 
is the Shabbat, which is the peace of the upper and the lower grades. 
And then the world endured. THEREFORE, whoever creates 
dissension about this PEACE will be lost from the world.
 

 

7. Zelophehad was in dissension with the Shabbat because he was 
gathering wood (or: 'trees'). What were these trees? These were the 
other trees OF THE SEVENTY CHIEFTAINS, as we mentioned. These 
were secular matters and secular concerns do not prevail in sanctity. 
HENCE, he was in conflict with the world peace, WHICH IS 
SHABBAT, BECAUSE HE BLENDED THE SECULAR WITH THE 
SHABBAT.
  

8. Rabbi Yosi says that it is written: "great peace have they who love 
Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:165). The Torah is peace, as is written: 
"and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). And Korah came to 
blemish that peace of above - WHICH IS THE TORAH, MEANING THE 
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS CALLED 'TORAH' THAT PRODUCES 
PEACE BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT, and of below, OF MOSES. 
Therefore, he was punished from the higher and the lower aspects 
BY FIRE AND BY THE OPENING OF THE EARTHLY CHASM.
 

 

 
 
2. "Summoned to the congregation" 
Rabbi Shimon explains how the higher world is like the lower one, so that when the Congregation of Yisrael are gathered together for festivals, the 
higher Sfirot are summoned by the Upper Temple. He says that the men of renown who came against Moses and Aaron were not men of God, since 
they emerged from the aspect of Gvurah, and that those men created dissension.

9. "And they rose up before Moses..." (Bemidbar 16:2). This verse 
has been explained by the friends. Rabbi Shimon says: "regularly 
summoned (Heb. kri'ei) to the congregation (Heb. mo'ed)" (Ibid.), is 
missing a Yud. Why is it written "Kriei"? HE RESPONDS: It is only 
that the earthly kingdom is like heavenly kingdom, MEANING THAT 
MALCHUT BELOW IS LIKE MALCHUT ABOVE. That is the secret 
meaning of all these higher Sfirot onto which the Holy Name holds. 
All are summoned from the place that is called 'Holiness', THAT IS 
THE SECRET OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, as it is written: "which 
you shall proclaim to be (also: 'summoned from') holy 
gatherings" (Vayikra 23:37). When is this? When mo'ed prevails in 
the world, THAT IS, DURING FESTIVALS AND APPOINTED TIMES 
(HEB. MO'ED). Just as these higher Sfirot are summoned by the 
Upper Temple, SO AS TO SANCTIFY THEM, similarly the Lower 
Sanctity summons its legions to adorn and uplift them. THESE ARE 
THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, WHICH ARE 
THE LEGIONS OF MALCHUT THAT ADORNS THEM AND UPLIFTS 
THEM TO ATZILUT.
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10. The higher Holiness is known AS ABA AND IMA ABOVE, and the 
lower Holiness is the wisdom of Solomon, MEANING MALCHUT, 
which also summons all her legions TO SANCTIFY THEM WITH HER 
HOLINESS. These legions are all invited to be adorned in this lower 
Holiness at a time when a festival prevails in the world. As her 
legions are standing above IN ATZILUT SUMMONED BY MALCHUT, 
so are the appointed of the nation, MEANING THE CHIEFTAINS OF 
YISRAEL, according to her example below, IN THIS WORLD. 
Therefore, it is written as: "summoned to the congregation (Heb. 
mo'ed)," and of those below it is written, "summoned (Heb. kri'ei) to 
the congregation"; "Kriei" is missing a Yud. However, they are then 
in increased wholeness.
  

11. "...men of renown (also: 'name')..." (Bemidbar 16:2) is most 
certainly said and not 'men of Hashem' - MEANING THE PEOPLE OF 
MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME', but not 'men of Hashem', THAT IS ZEIR 
ANPIN. That is the secret of: "and he who blasphemes the Name of 
Hashem shall be put to death" (Vayikra 24:16). We established THAT 
IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME' and, therefore, 
they were certainly considered men of name, since they emerged 
from the aspect of Gvurah, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'THE 
LOWER GVURAH'. They are men of name and that WAS SAID to 
increase their praise. However, they took HER for themselves, 
MEANING THEY SEPARATED MALCHUT FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and 
held on to a dissension WITH MOSES, WHO IS THE SECRET OF 
ZEIR ANPIN.
 

 

 
 
3. Holy, pure 
Rabbi Shimon says that Moses asked Korah and the others to come before him in the morning because morning is the time of holiness, of Chesed, 
and therefore of the priests. Essentially Moses was saying to them that if they remained on the side of Judgment the morning would not tolerate 
them and they would not be found holy and worthy of the priesthood. The matter would be tested by the offering of the incense, and the man who 
God chooses must be holy and not pure: the priest is holy and the Levite is pure.

12. "Tomorrow morning Hashem will show who is His" (Bemidbar 
16:5). HE INQUIRES: Why in the morning, PRECISELY, and why 
"holy" and not pure, MEANING "AND WHO IS HOLY; AND WILL 
CAUSE HIM TO COME NEAR TO HIM" (IBID.)? IT SHOULD HAVE 
SAID, 'AND WHO IS PURE'. HE REPLIES: For they, THE 
CONGREGATION OF KORAH, came from the pure side, SINCE THE 
LEVITES ARE IN THE ASPECT OF PURE, AND NOT HOLY, and the 
priest is holy. Moses said in the morning when the Sfirah of the 
priest, WHICH IS CHESED, gets awakened in the world: 'If you are 
priests, here is the morning. Let them perform the service of the 
morning,' WHICH IS CHESED. Then, "Hashem will show who is His, 
and who is holy." "...who is His..." is unspecific, which is the Levi. "...
and who is holy..." is the priest. Then, "and will cause him to come 
near to Him," HE WHO IS HOLY. There is no one who can discern the 
matter except the morning. THUS, HE SPOKE TO THEM: 'If you find 
yourself remaining on the side of Judgment, the morning, WHICH IS 
CHESED, will not tolerate you, since that is not the time of 
Judgment. But if you see yourselves remaining in Chesed, then here 
is its time. And you will stay with it, and it will accept you'.
 

 

13. In what WILL THE MATTER BE TESTED? In the offering of the 
incense, since the incense must be brought through the groom's 
best man in all OF THE LEVELS and be connected THROUGH THEM, 
SINCE THE SCENT OF THE INCENSE RISES AND BINDS ALL THE 
LEVELS INTO ONE. Who is that groom's man? It is the priest, WHO 
IS CHESED. Therefore, the man whom Hashem chooses shall be 
holy and not pure, since holy and pure are two distinct levels: the 
priest is "holy" and the Levite is "pure." Therefore, it is written: "and 
who is holy."
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4. "El, the Elohim of the spirits" 
We read how when Moses and Aaron fell on their faces they gave themselves up to death. Rabbi Yehuda says that men are repaid with the deeds 
that they do, but if they repent God will gather them back to Himself. Rabbi Yosi draws an analogy with Levirate marriage where the brother must set 
his heart upon the redemption of his brother in order to build him back up; his motives must not be lust for the brother's wife. We hear that the 
Ruach and Neshamah are in the hands of God and He has compassion on human beings so that they shall not be lost from this world or the next.

14. "And they fell upon their faces, and said, 'El, Elohim of the spirits 
of all flesh'" (Bemidbar 16:22). Come and behold: Moses and Aaron 
gave themselves up to death. How? It is written: "and they fell upon 
their faces, and said, 'El, Elohim of the spirits (Heb. ruchot)'." Ruchot 
is spelled with the Vav missing. Therefore, that is the Tree of Death, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the falling on the face is always to that 
side. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "El, Elohim of," as is written: "and El 
Who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12), WHICH REFERS TO 
MALCHUT. "...Elohim of the spirits..." is the source where all the 
world's souls are bound together and all the souls ascend there. 
From there they come, THAT IS, MALCHUT.
 

 

15. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "hear my 
words O wise men; and give ear to me, you who have 
knowledge" (Iyov 34:2). Elihu spoke this verse. Come and behold: it 
is written, "also against his three friends did his anger burn, because 
they had found no answer" (Iyov 32:3), since they did speak but Iyov 
was not consoled by them. From here we take a lesson that whoever 
comes to console the mourner must structure his speech first, SO 
THAT THEY ARE WORTHY TO CONSOLE HIM. Job's friends spoke 
words of truth but not to console him, and since it requires words 
that THE MOURNER will acknowledge, then he will accept upon 
himself the Judgment. And he acknowledged the Holy King, as is 
written: "now Elihu had waited to speak to Iyov" (Ibid. 4), since he 
acknowledged himself afterward to the Holy One, blessed be He, and 
accepted upon himself the sentence of heaven.
 

 

16. Come and behold: it is written, "therefore hearken to me, you 
men of understanding: far be it from El, that He should do 
wickedness; and from Shadai, that He should commit iniquity" (Iyov 
34:10). "Therefore hearken to me, you men of understanding" (Ibid.); 
these are the most perfected who can discern the matters. And "far 
be it from El that He should do wickedness." This is what is written: 
"and El Who has indignation every day" (Ibid.); THAT REFERS TO 
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EL'. "...and from Shadai, that He should 
commit iniquity" (Ibid.); this one is close to that one, SINCE SHADAI 
IS YESOD THAT IS NEAR EL, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It was already 
explained that in, "El Shadai," EL REFERS TO MALCHUT AND 
SHADAI REFERS TO YESOD. "For the work of a man shall He pay 
back to him" (Ibid. 11). If a person walks about in this world 
performing deeds and sins before his Master, that deed impends 
upon Him to reward him with Judgment. This is what it says: "that 
the man's deed will pay him," as that particular act THAT HE 
PERFORMED will pay him.
 

 

17. With all this, "if he set his heart upon Him" (Ibid. 14). As soon as 
a person places his heart and will to return to his Master, then El, the 
Elohim, will "gather to Himself his spirit and his breath (Heb. 
neshamah)" (Ibid.). He will gather to him to bind them in the bundle 
of life and he does not leave his Nefesh out to be judged in another 
Judgment.
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18. Rabbi Yosi said: That matter is a secret among the concealed 
Judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He, since, "for the work of a 
man shall He pay back to him," means to be sentenced in his 
Judgment, according to the activities he performed in this world. He 
raises him to be judged accordingly and he is lost from the world. 
The following verse says: "who has given Him charge over the 
earth? Who has disposed the whole world?" (Ibid. 13). "Who has 
given Him charge over the earth?" is the one WHO APPOINTED IN 
CHARGE OVER HIM his brother that redeems him. "Who has placed 
the whole world under Him?" means THAT HIS BROTHER constructs 
a house, BY PERFORMING LEVIRATE MARRIAGE WITH HIS WIFE, 
and builds an everlasting structure and restoration and inhabitation 
OF THE WORLD. Following that, it is written: "if he set his heart 
upon Him," since that person that was appointed AS THE 
REDEEMER to erect the structure needs to have an attentive heart 
and desire for that dead person, IN ORDER TO ERECT HIS NAME 
FOR HIM. The lesson from here is that if a person takes that woman 
in levirate marriage for her beauty and his lust, then the everlasting 
edifice does not get built, since his desire and heart were not 
directed for the sake of the one who died.
 

 

19. Therefore, it is written: "if he set his heart upon him." It must be 
in the desire of the heart that the intention is towards THE DEAD 
one. Then, "gather to Himself his spirit and his breath," because he 
continues through him to be built up in this world. It is then written: 
"all flesh shall perish together, and man shall return to dust" (Ibid. 
15). "All flesh shall perish together," so that his body and flesh will 
rot in the dust. Now, AFTER THIS, "man shall return to dust," so 
there will be the REVIVAL of the structure as before. "...and it will 
return the dust..." (Ibid. 15) in the composition of another body, as it 
first was. For the Ruach and Neshamah are in the hands of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, and He has compassion on human beings, so 
that they shall not be lost from this world nor the other world. 
Therefore, it is written: "El, Elohim of the spirits of all flesh."
 

 

 
 
5. "Take a censer" 
Rabbi Chiya interprets the title verse by saying that people must be careful not to be sinful because their deeds are all recorded before God; if 
during the time of judgment a righteous person is in the world to plead for the sinful, God relents of His anger and uses compassion.

20. "And Moses said to Aaron, 'Take a censer...'" (Bemidbar 17:11). 
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "the wrath of a 
king is as messengers of death: but a wise man will pacify 
it" (Mishlei 16:14). How particular people need to be to prevent 
themselves from giving in to their iniquities and to be careful with 
their activities. At various occasions, the world is judged. And on a 
daily basis, their deeds are entered upon the scale of Justice, are 
monitored from above, and are recorded before Him. When a 
person's acts are not fit for the King, anger rises and Judgment is 
stirred. This is what is written: "the wrath of a king is as messengers 
of death." Therefore, a person must be on watch for his iniquities 
each and every day.
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21. "But a wise man will pacify it," during the time when prosecutors 
prevail on the world and anger impends. If the righteous man is at 
hand in that generation who is distinguished above, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, looks at him and the anger subsides. This is SIMILAR 
to a king who is angry at his servants and demands the officer that 
carry out justice. In the meantime, the beloved of the king arrives 
and stands in front of him and, as soon as the king sees him, his 
face shines. When that friend of the king begins to speak with him, 
the king is glad. After this, when the police official arrives and sees 
the king's face in happiness, he departs and no longer carries out 
the sentence. Then that beloved of the king beseeches the king on 
behalf of his servants and the king forgives them. As a result of this, 
"a wise man will pacify it."
 

 

22. Here too, when Moses saw the anger pending, Moses 
immediately said to Aaron: 'He is the groom, MEANING THAT 
FRIEND, of the Queen, and the incense does not rise except through 
his hands, since he increases peace in the world and ties the knot of 
Faith,' THAT IS MALCHUT. Incense was already set and explained. 
That is the joy above and below, the tie of Faith and the 
disappearance of anger. This is what is written: "ointment and 
perfume rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9). Then, "a wise man will 
pacify it," will clean and purify that anger and compassion will be 
stirred.
 

 

 
 
6. "Do not cut off the tribe of the families of the Kohathites 
Rabbi Elazar says that the Levites can approach the Holy only through the priest, and that the priest hides and covers anything that they are not 
permitted to see. This is because everything of the priest is done in a whisper, secretly, while the Levites' speech and activities are in the raising of 
song and revelation of secrets. The priest's words are not spoken openly because he is of the right, Chesed. Rabbi Elazar tells us that when 
judgment prevails on the world from the left aspect, the right draws near by the burning of incense that is done quietly in secret. When Aaron ran 
into the midst of the congregation to stop the plague that was killing them he stood between the dead and the living, that is, between the Tree of Life 
and the Tree of Death. Thus the Tree of Life that is from the right came close to the priest, who was from the right, and the plague was stopped. 
Rabbi Elazar says that the priest has power above and below, and he is the cause of peace above and below; at all times the left serves the right.

23. Rabbi Elazar said: "Do not cut off the tribe of the families of the 
Kohathites from among the Levites" (Bemidbar 4:18), since they are 
the trunk and root of the Levites. "...but thus do to them, that they 
may live, and not die..." (Ibid.). The priest must establish that for 
them; even though they are nearing to the Holy, they should only 
approach with the amendment of the priest, since he is aware of the 
signal, UP TO WHERE he can reach and not further. When they cover 
the holy vessels, another coverage prevails from above and it is 
forbidden FOR THE LEVITES to approach and look, since anything 
that is in a whisper, THAT IS, A SECRET, applies only to the priests, 
since their speech and activities are in secret and they whisper. The 
Levites' speech and activities are in the raising of the voice IN SONG.
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24. Therefore, all the activities of the priests are performed quietly 
and secretively. Consequently, wine is forbidden to them, since wine 
is for raising the voice, FOR SONG, and revelation of secrets. The 
Levites are given to attend the raising of voice because they are 
connected to Judgment and Judgment is open in order to publicize it 
to all. However, all the priest's words are secretive and in a whisper, 
they are not spoken openly because he is of the right, THAT IS 
CHESED. When Judgments prevail on the world from the left aspect, 
the right draws near. By means of what? By the burning of incense, 
which is done quietly in secret, more subtle and refined than 
anything, THAT IS BINAH.
 

 

25. Come and behold: when this other altar, THE EXTERNAL ALTAR, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, begins to stir the awakening OF JUDGMENT, 
and no righteous people are around TO PROTECT it, the inner altar, 
BINAH, awakens to him and stands up against him, and the 
Judgments are subdued. Therefore, THIS one stands opposite the 
other one and then Judgment departs.
 

 

26. Rabbi Elazar says: "This shall be the service of the sons of 
Kohath in the Tent of Meeting, namely, the most holy thing" (Ibid. 4). 
During the period of time that the sons of Kohath came to take the 
Holy of Holies, the priest approached and covered everything prior 
to their approach, and they never saw what they carried. Instead, 
everything was covered from them, as it says, "and when the camp 
sets forward, Aaron shall come, and his sons, and they shall take 
down the veil of the screen" (Ibid. 5). Most of the casings for the 
Temple's utensils were colored blue. The significance of blue was 
already explained and taught. After everything was covered, the 
children of Kohath, who carried it, came near. They did not get any 
closer than the poles that extended out, as it is written: "and when 
Aaron and his sons have made an end of covering the Sanctuary...as 
the camp is to set forward; after that, the sons of Kohath shall come 
to bear it..." (Ibid. 15).
 

 

27. Therefore, burnt incense, which is inward, and all that is in secret 
is given over to the priest. Therefore, "Aaron took as Moses 
commanded, and ran into the midst of the congregation...and he put 
on incense" (Bemidbar 17:12), because it is of the innermost, the 
secret of the priest WHO IS ALSO WITHIN. Then, "and made 
atonement for the people. And he stood between the dead and the 
living..." - that is, between the Tree of Life and the Tree of Death. 
Then the right causes one to approach the other, MEANING THE 
TREE OF LIFE, THAT IS RIGHT, COMES CLOSE TO THE PRIEST, 
WHO IS RIGHT, "and the plague was stayed." Praised is the priest's 
lot, since the priest has power above and power below, and he is the 
cause of peace above and below. And at all times, the left serves the 
right. This is what it says: "that they may be joined to you, and 
minister to you" (Bemidbar 18:2); and the right THAT IS INCLUDED 
in the left is prevalent in the Temple.
 

 

 
 
7. "Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your strength" 
Rabbi Shimon explains to his son that a person must include life from the Tree of Life in his life here, because life, the secret of illumination of 
wisdom, prevails only here, in Malchut. All the words of King Solomon were spoken in the secret of Wisdom, and his verses mean that a person 
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must always include the left in the right; when his actions are on the right side God will dwell with him in this world and will gather him to Himself in 
the World to Come. A person cannot decide to ask for mercy after death because "there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom" after he 
leaves this world. All his deeds here must be done for the sake of God. Rabbi Shimon says that every night a person must account for his actions 
that day, repent of them and ask for compassion for them. Whoever strives through knowledge and wisdom to know God will not be among the 
wicked who are judged in Gehenom at Sheol; he will instead be raised higher and higher to the place of many lights.

28. Rabbi Elazar was standing in the presence of his father, Rabbi 
Shimon. He told him that it says: "live joyfully with the wife whom 
you love all the days of the life of your vanity" (Kohelet 9:9). WHAT 
IS THE EXPLANATION? He said to him: Come and behold. The 
verse: "live joyfully with the wife whom you love," is the secret that a 
person must include life, FROM THE TREE OF LIFE, THAT IS ZEIR 
ANPIN, in this place, WHICH IS MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS 
'WOMAN'. One does not go without the other, ZEIR ANPIN WITHOUT 
MALCHUT. A person must include the measure of the day at night; 
THAT IS, A MEASURE OF ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'DAY' IN 
MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS 'NIGHT', AND VICE VERSA, the 
measure of night in the day. That is the meaning of: "live joyfully 
with the wife whom you love all the days of the life of your vanity." 
What is the reason? "For that is your portion in life," since life, THAT 
IS, THE SECRET OF ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, does not 
prevail except on this, ON MALCHUT, SINCE THE ILLUMINATION OF 
CHOCHMAH DOES NOT BECOME REVEALED IN ANY OTHER 
PLACE THAN HER. "And in your labor in which you do labor under 
the sun" (Ibid.) is as you say: "in all your ways acknowledge (Heb. 
da'ehu) Him, and He shall direct your paths" (Mishlei 3:6). DA'EHU 
INCLUDES THE LETTERS OF KNOW (HEB. DA) VAV-HEI, WHICH 
ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
 

 

29. Come and behold: all the worlds of King Solomon are deeply 
concealed in Wisdom. These verses seem as if the restriction has 
been removed, since it says following that: "whatever your hand 
finds to do, do it with your strength, for there is no work, nor 
device..." (Kohelet 9:10). This verse must be studied carefully. Did 
Solomon, who had higher wisdom than any world inhabitants, 
indeed say this?
 

 

30. HE RESPONDS: It is only that all the words of Solomon, the king, 
were spoken in the secret of Wisdom. Come and behold: "whatever 
your hand finds to do, do it with your strength." That means that a 
person needs to include the left in the right, and everything he does 
should only be composed of the right. "whatever your hand finds to 
do," is the left, WHICH IS CALLED 'HAND', and, "to do...with your 
strength," is right, as it is written, "Your right hand, Hashem, is 
glorious in power" (Shemot 15:6). As soon as a person is careful so 
that all his actions are on the right side, he will gather the left into 
the right, and the Holy One, blessed be He, will dwell within him in 
this world and will gather him to be with Him in the World to Come.
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31. A person should not say, 'When I get to that world, then I will ask 
the King for mercy and I will repent in His presence,' because IT IS 
FOR THIS THAT IT IS SAID: "for there is no work, nor device, nor 
knowledge, nor wisdom" after the person departs from this world. 
However, if a person desires the Holy King to illuminate him in this 
world and grant him a part in the World to Come, he should toil in 
this world to gather his activities to the right. All his deeds should be 
for the sake of the Holy One, blessed be He, for after departing this 
world to be judged in harsh Judgment and to be punished in 
Gehenom, there is no recourse to counsel, wisdom or understanding 
to be saved from that sentence.
 

 

32. Another explanation of: "for there is no work, nor device, nor 
knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sheol." There are levels upon levels in 
Gehenom, and the lowest level is "Sheol." An even lower level is 
"Avadon," and one is near the other. Whoever descends to Sheol will 
be put on trial. From there he can rise in a whistle, as it is written: 
"He brings down to Sheol, and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6). Whoever is 
lowered to "Avadon" never rises FROM THERE.
 

 

33. For whoever has a good deed or is of those who do reckoning, it 
was already explained that each and every night, before he sleeps, 
he must make an accounting of the actions that he did all that day, 
repent for them, and ask for compassion for them. What is the 
reason THAT HE MUST DO THE ACCOUNTING at that time? Because 
during that period, the Tree of Death prevails on the world and all the 
world's inhabitants get a taste of death. THEREFORE, at that time, a 
person must make an accounting of his deeds and confess them, 
since it is a time of death. And they are called 'those who do 
reckoning'.
 

 

34. Similarly, this is the case for whoever strives in knowledge and 
wisdom to know his Master. AFTER HIS DEATH, WHEN THEY WILL 
BYPASS HIM to look and gaze at these wicked that are being judged 
in Gehenom at the level "Sheol," where all scream from these levels, 
he will not remain there and not be among them. About this, IT IS 
WRITTEN: "for there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor 
wisdom, in Sheol." THERE IS NO ONE THERE WHO HAS A GOOD 
DEED, NOR ANYONE WHO HAS DEVICE, RECKONING, OR 
KNOWLEDGE, NAMELY, ONE WHO STRIVES TO KNOW, BECAUSE 
ALL THESE ARE NOT IN "SHEOL." And he will be found higher and 
higher, where many lights and candles and delightful things are 
present. And the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to be merry with 
the rest of the righteous in the Garden of Eden. Praised is the lot of 
the Righteous in this world and the World to Come. About them, it is 
written: "surely the righteous shall give thanks to Your Name: the 
upright shall dwell in Your presence" (Tehilim 140:14).
 

 

 
 
8. "But the Levites shall do the service" 
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Rabbi Aba tells us that when God wanted to create the world He did so with the Torah, and through it the world became perfected. When Adam 
emerged into the world the world was perfected, but when the spirits and demons emerged the world seemed to be faulty and lacking. However, 
when the children of Yisrael were sanctified the Levites were placed on the left side to restore the left. For this reason the Levites must be cleansed, 
for they who completed the perfection of the left side ended the flaw of the world. Rabbi Aba says that if judgment had not existed in the world 
people would not have followed the Torah nor would they have performed the entire service that has to be done for God, and which is done by the 
Levites. Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that in the future God will brighten the light of the moon to be as bright as the sun, and that He will brighten the sun 
seven times what it is now.

35. "But the Levites (lit. 'Levite, he') shall do the service of the Tent 
of Meeting..." (Bemidbar 18:23). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion 
with the verse: "it is he that sits upon the circle of the 
earth" (Yeshayah 40:22). Come and behold: when the Holy One, 
blessed be He, wanted to create the world, it rose in His wish and He 
created it with the Torah, and through it, it became perfected. This is 
what is written: "when He established the heavens, I was 
there" (Mishlei 8:27), and it is written, "then I was by Him, as a 
nursling (Heb. amon)" (Ibid. 30). It was explained that we should not 
pronounce it 'amon', but rather, 'oman (lit. 'craftsman')'; SHE WAS 
FOR HIM THE CRAFTSMAN OF THE UNIVERSE.
 

 

36. When He came to create Adam, we were taught that the Torah 
said, 'is it in vain, that You are called long suffering and abundant in 
love?' AND IF THERE WILL BE NO MAN WHO WILL SIN, FOR WHOM 
WILL YOU RESTRAIN ANGER? At the time that Adam emerged into 
the world, the luster of his face was from above and from below. All 
the creatures were fearful of him, as it was explained. Come and 
behold: the world had no endurance and was not perfected until that 
time when Adam emerged in total perfection and that day was 
sanctified. A Holy Throne was prepared for the King, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. Then the upper and the lower grades were considered 
complete, and joy was attained in all the worlds.
 

 

37. At the moment when the day wished to be sanctified, spirits and 
demons emerged to have a body created for them. However, the day 
was sanctified and they were not created. The world appeared to be 
left as if faulty in its work and lacking, BECAUSE OF THE 
PRESENCE OF THESE SPIRITS AND DEMONS. However, as soon as 
Yisrael were sanctified and perfected in their level, the Levites were 
placed on the left side. Then that flaw of the world was perfected, 
WHAT WAS DONE on the left, DUE TO THE EXISTENCE OF THE 
SPIRITS AND DEMONS, BECAUSE THROUGH THE LEVITES, THE 
LEFT WAS GATHERED INTO THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT WAS 
THEREBY RESTORED.
 

 

38. Therefore, the Levites must be cleansed and everything must be 
gathered into the right so that the world is not flawed. Due to this, it 
is written: "but the Levite, he shall do the service." He who 
completed the perfection of the left side ended the flaw of the world. 
Even that northern side that was missing in the world when the Holy 
One, blessed be He, created the world, THE LEVITES ALSO 
COMPLETED, SINCE the Levites at the Ark completed everything. 
What is the meaning of 'at the Ark'? It means with that burden they 
carried at the Tabernacle, DURING THE TRAVEL PERIOD OF THE 
TABERNACLE, all that was flawed was restored to perfection.
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39. "BUT THE LEVITE, HE SHALL SERVE"; "he" alludes to the left 
above, meaning THAT HE RESTORES THE LEFT ABOVE. The 
pronoun "he" indicates that it is included in the right. In addition, 
"he" is the Ancient One, THAT IS, KETER. FOR HIS SERVICE AND 
RESTORATION REACHES ALL THE WAY TO KETER, SINCE "HE" 
INDICATES THE HIDDEN. If Judgment, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 
THE AMENDMENT OF THE LEVITES, had not existed in the world, 
people would not have been aware of the highest Faith. And people 
would not have engaged in the Torah, and the commandments of the 
Torah would not have been kept, nor would people have performed 
the entire service that is to be done in this world for the Holy King. 
Who performs it? One says: The Levites.
  

40. "But the Levite, he shall serve"; "he" is as it is written, "Hashem, 
He is the Elohim" (Devarim 4:35), SINCE THROUGH HIM THIS 
UNIFICATION IS ACCOMPLISHED. He finalizes that perfection so 
that all shall be one, so THAT ALL THE LEVELS WILL COMBINE AND 
UNIFY TO BECOME ONE. "He" INDICATES the extension OF THE 
LEFT towards the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as 
it says, "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6), in order 
to connect AFTERWARDS. This mating together IS THE SECRET 
MEANING OF, "AND HIS RIGHT ARM EMBRACES ME." Who 
awakens this love OF, "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD," 
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MARITAL LOVE? One says that it is "he," 
THE LEVI and also, "He," as it is written, "it is He who made us, and 
we belong to Him" (Tehilim 100:3), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE HOLY 
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Therefore, "He" POINTS downward TO 
REPAIR THE FLAW THAT IS IN THE WORLD, and "He" is above TO 
RESTORE THE LEFT UP HIGH. "He" openly REVEALS FAITH AND 
SERVICE IN THE WORLD, and "He" is concealed, WHICH POINTS TO 
THE ANCIENT ONE. "He is the Elohim," WHICH POINTS TO 
UNIFICATION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. HE IS THE ELOHIM AS 
MENTIONED.
 

 

41. Rabbi Yitzchak said: In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, is 
destined to brighten the light of the moon to be as bright as the sun. 
The light of the sun will be seven times brighter, as it is written: 
"moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the 
sun..." (Yeshayah 30:26). It is also written: "your sun shall no more 
go down; nor shall your moon withdraw itself" (Yeshayah 60:20), and 
it is further written: "the sun shall be no more..." (Ibid. 19) 
Moses talks about the command to redeem the firstling, and that if 
one does not redeem his Nefesh and Ruach and Neshamah in the 
Torah he is destined to reincarnate again. He also speaks about the 
three times of exile and the last redemption. 
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
 

 

42. "Everything that opens the womb in all flesh...and the firstling of 
unclean beasts shall you redeem" (Bemidbar 18:15). This 
commandment is to redeem the firstling of a mule, that is, to redeem 
HIMSELF for the World to Come. If prior to going to that world he 
does not redeem his Nefesh and Ruach and Neshamah in Torah, he 
is destined to return back AND REINCARNATE in this world as 
originally, AS IT SAYS: "he shall return to the days of his 
youth" (Iyov 33:25), and receive Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah.
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43. It is written: "lo, El does all these things twice or three times with 
a man" (Iyov 33:29). THAT IS the children of Yisrael, since their 
redemption takes place without Torah, which is like silver (Heb. 
kesef) that is "Kisufa" (lit. 'delight') of the World to Come. They 
returned three other times to the exile and, at the last redemption 
when they will be redeemed through Torah, they will never ever 
return to exile. The rabbis came and gave him their blessings, 
saying, 'Faithful Shepherd, the Holy One, blessed be He, will redeem 
you and all the children of Yisrael will be redeemed through you, and 
you will be renewed with them and they with you.'
 

 

 
 
9. Household arrangements 
Moses compares a virtuous wife to the Shechinah, saying that whoever does kindness by Her will receive invaluable recompense but that whoever 
is sinful to Her will receive punishment beyond measure. He tells us that anyone who inherits a Neshamah or Ruach or Nefesh from the Shechinah 
does not require redeeming. The Shechinah's redemption is dependent on God, and that redemption is drawn by the Tefilin, the keeping of the 
Shabbat, the marking of the festival days, the mark of circumcision, the Torah and with several precepts.

44. The precept following this is the dealing in household 
arrangements. In the secret of wisdom, a man's house is his wife. If 
she is a woman of good and evil and he wishes to exchange a bad 
WOMAN for a good one, he should redeem her from that evil one and 
give her her worth. However, it says about a woman of the Tree of 
Life, THAT IS MALCHUT: "gold and glass cannot equal it: and the 
exchange of it shall not be for vessels of fine gold" (Iyov 28:17). She 
is invaluable, as it says, "a virtuous woman is a crown to her 
husband" (Mishlei 12:4), and it also says, "who can find a woman of 
worth..." (Mishlei 31:10). That is the Shechinah. Whoever does 
kindness by Her shall receive invaluable recompense, and whoever 
is sinful to Her shall receive punishment beyond measure.
 

 

45. She has many maidservants who serve her. Each and every one 
of them has value and each one needs a ransom, MEANING TO 
RANSOM HER FROM THE HOLD OF THE OTHER SIDE. However, a 
Neshamah or Ruach or Nefesh inherited from the Shechinah does 
not require redeeming, since it is said about the Shechinah, "I am 
Hashem, that is My Name, and My glory will I not give to 
another" (Yeshayah 42:8). Her redemption is dependent on the Holy 
One, blessed be He, which Yisrael draw to Her by the knot of the 
Tefilin, with the Shabbat sign, with the marking of the festival days, 
with the mark of circumcision, with Torah, and with many precepts. 
Since Her ransom is dependent on the Holy One, blessed be He, this 
is what it says, "but I acted for My Name's sake," (Yechezkel 20:9) 
and for her: "and yet for all that (Heb. zot)..." (Vayikra 26:44). In this 
manner, people perform many precepts in order to receive 
recompense. Each precept has a value in that world. However, the 
punishment for someone who transgresses them has no value.
 

 

 
 
10. Devoting one's possessions to the priest 
Moses speaks about anger, saying that there is deadly poison in rage, and that when one is angry it is the same as if he is an idol worshipper. 
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Therefore the person who sins in anger must give his offering to the priest because the priest is compassion and blessing and will cause the anger 
in the left to be subdued and replaced with mercy.

46. The next precept after this one relates to someone who devotes 
his possessions to the priest. This is what is written: "everything 
devoted in Yisrael shall be yours" (Bemidbar 18:14). That is the 
secret meaning of: "everything that opens the womb in all flesh, 
which they bring to Hashem, whether it be of men or beasts" (Ibid. 
15). Womb (Rechem; Resh- Chet-Mem) AMOUNTS TO RESH-MEM-
CHET (=248) by resetting the letters, like the number of 248 limbs 
and organs of a man, about whom it is said: "in wrath remember 
mercy (Heb. rachem)" (Chavakuk 3:2). After a person sins in anger 
and dedicates this beast to Him, another El, a serpent, dwells ON IT, 
as it says, "you are cursed above all cattle" (Beresheet 3:14), and he 
is to the left of man. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, 
commanded that IT be given to the priest, who is compassion and 
blessing, in order to subdue the anger, SINCE in that person the 
bitterness is stirred, which is the sword of the Angel of Death. 
THEREFORE, the right is awakened toward him with compassion, 
and the anger in the left is subdued. And so when angry, have 
compassion; "in wrath remember mercy."
 

 

47. When one is angry, there is deadly poison in his rage. About him, 
the masters of the Mishnah have stated: Whoever is angry, it is as if 
he is an idol-worshipper, since the Other Side burns the person and 
by giving that beast to the priest, that possession separates from 
him. Samael, a strange El, consecrated destruction, and his female is 
a curse that is contained in all the curses mentioned in the book of 
Devarim. The Holy One, blessed be He, granted blessings 
throughout the Torah and all the blessings are from the right, to 
which the priest holds on. Due to this, any consecration needs to be 
given to the priest, who burns it in fire and destroys it from the 
world. The fire of the left gets calmed in the right, which is water, and 
"then the king's wrath was pacified" (Ester 7:10) through it.
 

 

 
 
11. Two out of one hundred 
We hear from the Faithful Shepherd about the next precept, that is to set aside a great offering, two out of one hundred. This means to unify God 
twice a day with the morning prayer and the evening prayer. We learn the gematria that explain the one hundred from the name Yud Hei Vav Hei and 
the ten Sfirot and the word Tzadik or Righteous. Moses also mentions the hundred blessings that a person is required to do every day to bless God. 
He refers to several offerings and emphasizes the importance of the mating of Zeir Anpin and Malchut.

48. The precept after this is to separate aside a great offering, and it 
was set at two out of one hundred. HE INQUIRES: What is an 
offering? HE RESPONDS: The rabbis in the Yeshivah SAID, 'This 
offering requires the setting aside two out of one hundred.' 
According to Sitrei Torah (lit. "the hidden Torah'), what DOES IT 
ALLUDE TO? It means that whoever wishes to taste OF HER shall be 
killed if he is a stranger. That means the strange El, Samael, since 
the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "that they bring Me an offering 
(Heb. trumah)" (Shemot 25:2) two (Heb. tri) out of a hundred (Heb. 
me'ah). THIS MEANS to unify Him twice a day, which is two out of a 
hundred, THAT ARE 49 letters of Sh'ma, and, 'blessed is the glorious 
Name of His kingdom forever and ever', of the evening prayer Arvit, 
and the 49 letters of the morning prayer. Two are missing HERE for 
THE COMPLETION of one hundred and they are the higher 
Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS 
MALCHUT. With both combined, they must be unified with the Holy 
One, blessed be He, that is, the cubit, the measurement of both. AND 
TOGETHER WITH THEM, IT IS a hundred. Amah (Eng. 'cubit') has the 
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same letters of Me'ah (Eng. 'hundred'). In changing the letters, it 
forms Ha'em (Eng. 'the mother'), WHICH ALLUDES TO BINAH.
 

 

49. In addition, "then it shall be that when you eat of the bread of the 
land, you shall offer up a gift to Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:19). "...offer 
up..." is as is written: "and lifted up its hands on high" (Chavakuk 
3:10), BECAUSE, "LIFTED UP ITS HANDS," IS EXPLAINED AS THE 
TEN FINGERS ON HIS HANDS. This refers to the ten fingers. Lifting 
them, THAT IS, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF, "LIFT UP YOUR 
HANDS IN THE SANCTUARY" (TEHILIM 134:2), is to the ten Sfirot 
that are Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph. The 
numerical values equal 45, Mem-Hei, by EXCHANGING letters of the 
alphabet USING THE SYSTEM IN WHICH ALEPH =TAV, BET=SHIN, 
Mem-Hei amounts to one hundred. This is because THE MEM IS 
SUBSTITUTED WITH YUD ACCORDING TO THE COMBINATION Yud 
=Mem. IN ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN AND THE HEI CHANGES WITH 
THE TZADIK ACCORDING TO THE COMBINATION OF Hei=Tzadik. 
TZADIK PLUS YUD TOTALS ONE HUNDRED. This is why it has been 
explained by the rabbis, the sages of the Mishnah, that, "and now 
Yisrael, what (Heb. mah, Mem-Hei) does Hashem your Elohim require 
of you" (Devarim 10:12). Do not pronounce it 'Mah', but rather, 
'hundred' or 'Meah'. That corresponds to the hundred blessings that 
a person is required to bless his Master with daily. That is because a 
person needs to taste daily FOR THE SAKE OF his Master. 
Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "that they bring Me an offering."
 

 

50. There are several offerings there. There is an offering mentioned 
in the Torah, SINCE TRUMAH (ENG. 'OFFERING') CONSISTS OF 
TORAH AND THE LETTER MEM. That is an offering, which is the 
Torah, given in Mem (=forty) days. If you say that yet I ate from her 
IN THOSE FORTY DAYS, does it not say: "and he was there with 
Hashem forty days and forty nights; he did neither eat bread, nor 
drink water" (Shemot 34:28)? It was kept until this time, MEANING 
UNTIL THE ERECTION OF THE TABERNACLE. This was an offering 
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and if the King did not eat, THAT IS, 
THERE WAS NO MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT 
REFERRED TO AS 'EATING', how could his servants eat? Following 
that, AFTER THE TABERNACLE WAS ERECTED, it says, "I have 
gathered my myrrh with my spice" (Shir Hashirim 5:1) - THAT THERE 
WAS A MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Following that, it is 
written, "eat, O dear ones" (Ibid.), and the servants could eat; THAT 
IS, THEY WILL RECEIVE FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THIS 
MATING.
 

 

 
 
12. To set aside tithe 
Moses speaks about the next precept, that is to set aside a tithe for the Levites. This offering comes from the left, Gvurah and is given to the right, 
Chesed. Again Moses elaborates on the numerical values of many letters and words as derived from the amounts of offerings prescribed in 
scripture.
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51. The precept after this is to set aside a tithe for the Levi. Thus is 
the Shechinah from the right side, which is Chesed. The great 
offering IS GIVEN to the priest, WHO IS CHESED. From the left side, 
Gvurah, the tithe offering IS GIVEN, REFERRING TO THE OFFERING 
OF TITHE belonging to Levi, which is the Shechinah ON THE LEFT 
SIDE.
 

 

52. THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63, 
WHICH IS Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Yud, IS THE 
SECRET OF IMA, WHICH IS LEFT IN RELATION TO ABA, WHO IS 
YUD HEI VAV HEI OF NUMERICAL VALUE OF 72, SINCE 72 AND 63 
ARE RIGHT AND LEFT. It is "three tenth measures shall you offer for 
a bullock" (Bemidbar 28:28), THAT IS, THE THREE YUD'S OF THE 
NAME OF THE FULL SPELLING OF 63, CALLED THE 'THREE TENTH 
MEASURES'. THIS IS SAID OF AN OX BECAUSE IT IS of that side 
about which is said, "and they four had the face of an ox on the left 
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). That is Gvurah, MEANING THE LEFT 
COLUMN. "...a tenth measure for one lamb..." That totals ten letters -
Yud-Vav-Dalet-Hei-Aleph-Vav-Aleph-Vav-Hei-Aleph, and that is a 
tenth measure. THE TEN LETTERS and these ten LETTERS AMOUNT 
NUMERICALLY to Mem-Hei (=45), and Mem-Hei is one hundred (Heb. 
meah), AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
 

 

53. Three tenth measures ALLUDE TO THE SETTING ASIDE OF THE 
DOUGH OFFERING, WHICH IS APPLICABLE TO A DOUGH OF THE 
SIZE OF FORTY THREE AND ONE FIFTH OF AN EGG'S SIZE. The 
three Yuds OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 63 ARE THREE LETTERS 
amounting to THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THIRTY AND TOGETHER 
TOTAL 33, AND WITH the ten Sfirot in them - IN THE THREE YUD'S - 
totaling 43, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 43 eggs. All this is Yud, 
SINCE THE NUMBER 43 IS DERIVED FROM THAT YUD, WHICH ARE 
THE THREE LETTERS OF YUD IN THE FULL SPELLING OF YUD HEI 
VAV HEI OF 63, AND THEIR AMOUNT IS THIRTY PLUS THE TEN 
SFIROT. The fifth of an egg's size that is added TO THE MEASURE 
OF 43 EGGS' SIZE, is due to the Hei, SINCE MALCHUT HAS THE 
ASPECT OF YUD AND THE ASPECT OF HEI. So the tithe, of the 
commandment that Yisrael are required to set aside a tithe, is due to 
the letter Yud IN MALCHUT, which is tithe of a tithe, MEANING THAT 
MALCHUT IS ONE OF TEN SFIROT AND NINE OF THE SFIROT ARE 
PART OF HER. THEREFORE, IT IS THE SECRET OF YUD and it is 
one of five SFIROT from the aspect of Hei. Anywhere it says ten, it is 
from the letter Yud, which is the Shechinah, which is one of ten 
Sfirot. One of five is from the aspect of Tiferet, due to the fact THAT 
TIFERET is the fifth of Keter, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, 
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. When you count from Malchut to 
Tiferet, you will find that Tiferet is the fifth from bottom upwards. 
THAT IS, MALCHUT, YESOD, HOD, NETZACH AND TIFERET and the 
Shechinah is the fifth to it, TO TIFERET, AND ALL THESE FOUR - 
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, ILLUMINATE IN HER. 
THEREFORE, SHE IS THE SECRET OF HEI (=FIVE), SINCE FROM 
THIS HEI, THE ADDITION COMES OF ONE FIFTH OF THE EGG SIZE, 
AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
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54. From the aspect OF MALCHUT, there are "two tenth measures for 
one ram" (Bemidbar 28:28) SINCE, "TWO TENTHS MEASURES" ARE 
TWO YUD'S and she is included in, "the golden spoons...weighing 
ten shekels apiece" (Bemidbar 7:86). Ten apiece is Yud FROM THE 
RIGHT, Hei-Hei, WHICH ARE A FULLY SPELLED HEI, FROM THE 
LEFT, THAT IN NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT TOTALS YUD (=TEN) "...
for one ram..." is Vav, which is the shekel of the sanctuary, WHICH IS 
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT BALANCES (HEB. SHOKEL) AND 
OUTWEIGHS THEM. That is the meaning of "the golden spoons...
weighing ten shekels apiece (lit. 'ten ten')" SINCE THE SPOON, 
WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS COMPRISED OF YUD (TEN) FROM THE 
RIGHT AND YUD (TEN) FROM THE LEFT. "THE SHEKEL OF THE 
SANCTUARY" IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS THE VAV. "...two 
tenth measures for one ram..." are the Yud-Yud of "Vayyitzer (Eng. 
'formed')" (Beresheet 2:19). "...for one ram..." is that Vav of 
"Vayyitzer." All this is in THE FORM OF an Aleph, WHOSE FORM IS a 
Yud above and a Yud below, WHICH INDICATES TO THE RIGHT AND 
LEFT, while the Vav in the middle INDICATES THE Central Column.
 

 

 
 
13. Setting aside a thank offering 
We hear about the precept to set aside a thanks offering and are told the appropriate amounts and values, and we learn the secret meaning of why it 
must never be less than ten remembrances.

55. Also, three tenth measures are THREE TIMES YUD, YUD AND 
YUD IN YUD HEI VAV HEI WHEN FULLY SPELLED OUT, TOTALING 
TO 63. They are the precepts after this one to set aside a thanks 
offering. And the rabbis, the sages of the Mishnah set it that a 
thanking is equal to twenty tenth measures, and they are divided into 
ten tenth measures for leavened bread and ten for unleavened. From 
the ten of unleavened, they produce thirty Matzot and, from the ten 
of leavened bread, they produce ten challot (lit. 'dough cakes'). That 
is the meaning of: "unleavened cakes of fine flour mingled with 
oil" (Vayikra 2:4). From the ten tenth measures - WHICH ARE THE 
TEN LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED TO THE 
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63, which are Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-
Aleph- Vav, Hei-Yud, they made thirty Matzot that are Yud, Yud and 
Yud, THAT IS, IN THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 63. THIS IS BECAUSE IN 
NUMERICAL VALUE THEY ARE THIRTY, THE SECRET OF THE 
THREE TENTH MEASURES, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. This Name - 
YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE FULL SPELLING OF '63' - is sometimes to 
the right, CHESED, and sometimes it is to the left, GVURAH. 
Sometimes, it is in the center, which is Mercy from every direction, 
both to the right and left, SINCE THE CENTRAL COLUMN INCLUDES 
THE RIGHT AND LEFT.
 

 

56. Sometimes, the Yud, WHICH REPRESENTS MALCHUT, is in the 
right, and THAT IS THE SECRET OF why it must never be less than 
ten Malchuts, SINCE TEN IS THE SECRET OF Yud. Sometimes the 
Yud, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is on the left, AND THIS IS THE SECRET 
OF why it must never be less than ten blows of the Shofar, SINCE AT 
THAT TIME, IT IS CONSIDERED A SHOFAR, LIKE IMA WHO IS ON 
THE LEFT, AS MENTIONED. Sometimes the Yud, THAT IS, 
MALCHUT, is in the center, BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT, WHEN 
IT IS REFERRED TO AS 'REMEMBRANCE', CORRESPONDING TO 
THE NAME ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THAT IS 
THE SECRET MEANING OF why it must never be less than ten 
remembrances.
 

 

 
 
14. "At the commandment of Hashem they remained encamped" 
Here Moses emphasizes strongly the number twelve, as manifested in the twelve boundaries, the twelve countenances and the twelve tribes. He 
talks about the three living creatures, lion, ox and eagle, each with its four aspects. We learn that for whoever produces merits in order to receive a 
reward, God comes down in the Chariot of the servant Metatron and with His four guards, the archangels. But for whoever produces merits not for 
the sake of receiving a reward, He descends in His own Chariot. Finally Moses says that God descends upon the wicked with their deeds, with 
demons, harmful spirits and destructive angels with the Chariot, in order to take revenge on them.
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57. "At the commandment of Hashem they remained encamped, and 
at the commandment of Hashem they journeyed: they kept the 
charge of Hashem." (Bemidbar 9:23). THIS VERSE CONTAINS 
THREE NAMES OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
THREE YUD'S MENTIONED ABOVE, since each Yud has four faces, 
MEANING FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. THIS IS THE 
SECRET OF THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES THAT CONTAIN ALL 
PERFECTION, WHICH ARE THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV 
HEI, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. WITHIN EACH 
ONE, THERE ARE THREE YUD'S; THAT IS, THREE COLUMNS FOR A 
TOTAL OF TWELVE. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER: There are three living 
creatures corresponding to the three Yud's, MEANING THE THREE 
COLUMNS CALLED 'LION', 'OX' AND 'EAGLE'. And there are four 
aspects to each living creature, THAT IS, TO EACH COLUMN in 
accordance with the four aspects of Yud Hei Vav Hei, MEANING IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, 
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, THE 
TWELVE BOUNDARIES. "At the commandment of Hashem they 
remained encamped, and at the commandment of Hashem they 
journeyed," THAT IS, IN HARMONY WITH THE PERFECTION OF THE 
TWELVE BOUNDARIES.
 

 

58. AFTER THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI: "AT THE COMMANDMENT 
OF HASHEM...AT THE COMMANDMENT OF HASHEM...THE CHARGE 
OF HASHEM." IT SAYS, "they kept," which is the Shechinah THAT 
RECEIVES FROM THESE THREE COLUMNS THAT ARE THE SECRET 
OF THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES. IT IS INDICATED IN THE WORDS 
"THEY KEPT," SINCE She keeps all those who keep the Shabbatot 
and holidays. Therefore, the Shechinah has not moved from Yisrael 
all the Shabbatot and holidays. This is true even on Shabbatot that 
are not on festive days, only She is shut up and closed in them, 
MEANING THAT SHE DOES NOT BESTOW PLENTY ON THE LOWER 
BEINGS. THAT IS NOT THE CASE ON SHABBATOT THAT OCCUR 
ON HOLIDAYS, WHEN HER PLENTY IS POURED IN GREAT 
ABUNDANCE.
 

 

59. At every prayer, she, MALCHUT, ascends to Yud Hei Vav Hei, 
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, until it reaches the Chariot of the Supreme 
Patriarchs, who are Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet, which contain the 
twelve countenances corresponding to the twelve tribes. This is 
BECAUSE EACH ONE OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET 
INCORPORATES FOUR COUNTENANCES, CHESED, GVURAH, 
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, TOTALING TWELVE. According to her, 
MALCHUT advocates merits for all those who pray and have earned 
merits in each and every precept in the Torah. So they "remained 
encamped" over their merits and so they "journeyed" to their merits. 
Thus the "charge" is going down to them.
 

 

60. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: For those who produce merits in 
order to receive a reward, MEANING WAGE RECOMPENSE, the Holy 
One, blessed be He, comes down in the Chariot of the servant, THAT 
IS METATRON, and with His four guards, THAT ARE MICHAEL, 
GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL. But for whoever produces merits 
not for the sake of receiving a reward, He descends in His own 
Chariot. To the wicked, He descends upon them with their deeds, 
with demons, harmful spirits, and destructive angels with the 
Chariot, in order to have revenge upon them. The scholars of the 
Mishnah said: Certainly it is so. Praised is your lot, Faithful 
Shepherd. 
End of Ra'aya Meheimna 
Blessed is Hashem for evermore. Amen and Amen. Hashem will 
reign for evermore. Amen and Amen.
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